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Abstract
The recent development of AI systems and their frequent

use for classification problems poses a challenge from a foren-
sic perspective. In many application fields like DeepFake detec-
tion, black box approaches such as neural networks are commonly
used. As a result, the underlying classification models usually lack
explainability and interpretability.
In order to increase traceability of AI decisions and move a cru-
cial step further towards precise & reproducible analysis descrip-
tions and certifiable investigation procedures, in this paper a do-
main adapted forensic data model is introduced for media foren-
sic investigations focusing on media forensic object manipulation
detection, such as DeepFake detection.

Introduction
IT-forensics is a domain that, due to its novelty and the

fast changes experienced in the threat landscape that has to be
considered, still sees a lot of research activity. Many of the
corresponding research initiatives unfortunately remain on a
purely academic level, lacking the degree of maturity required
for field application of analysis methods.
In this context the existence of standardized process models plays
an important role on the path to mature solutions, because to
achieve the ultimate benchmark for a forensic method (which
would be its admissibility in court proceedings), it would require
a standardization and certification of the tool(s) and procedures
as well as training and certification of the practitioners / forensic
experts. While much work exists on forensic process models
(including crucial components such as data models) for older
sub-disciplines of IT forensics, for the younger sub-discipline of
media forensics domain adapted solutions are still amiss.

As main contribution of this paper, a domain adapted foren-
sic data model is introduced for media forensic investigations fo-
cusing on media forensic object manipulation detection. The new
data model is derived by domain transfer from established best
practices. Furthermore, its applicability is demonstrated by using
the new model to completely rework an analysis pipeline descrip-
tion form an earlier paper on DeepFake detection.
These results are considered important to move a crucial step fur-
ther towards precise & reproducible analysis descriptions and cer-
tifiable investigation procedures. In addition they constitute an
important step towards explainable artificial intelligence (XAI),
fair AI and human oversight concepts who are major aspects of
the upcoming EU Artificial Intelligence Act (AIA).

The paper is structured as follows: In section a short sum-
mary on the state of the art on forensic process models and cor-

responding data models is presented. In section a new domain
adapted data model is derived from the existing state-of-the-art,
which is then used in section to rework an existing investiga-
tion pipeline description for DeepFake detection to improve this
description. At the end of the paper, section presents a short sum-
mary and presents starting points for potential future work.

State-of-the-art on Forensic Process Models
Since the legislative and administrative process governing

the usage of evidence in court (including expert testimony) is
different for every country, it always has to be reflected in the
light of the national regulations. In the German situation (which
is relevant for the authors of this paper) one of the most important
guidelines for IT forensics (and sub-disciplines) is the “Leitfaden
IT-Forensik” [2] of the German Federal Office for Information
Security (BSI; the national cyber security authority). It provides
various means for modeling forensic processes, including the
definition of a phase-driven investigation & reporting model, a
basic data model and a classification of methods and tools. Since
its last official update in 2011, it has been reflected upon and
extended in many publications, such as [6] and [1].
What is currently amiss in this line of research is a domain
specific adaptation to media forensics. This became apparent
to the authors when analysis work performed in a previous
publication (here: [12], where an analysis of video data with the
aim of DeepFake detection is performed using three individual
detection operators and alternative fusion operators) turned out
to be hard (if not entirely impracticable) to project onto the
pre-existing data models.

The following section elaborates more on this research gap
while section briefly summarizes with the Data-Centric Exam-
ination Approach for Incident Response- and Forensics Process
Modeling (DCEA) the latest extension to the BSI guidelines
from [2], which is used here as starting point for the extension
work.
The work in the following chapters is than focused primarily on
extending the data model and secondarily on the impact to aspects
of the investigation & reporting mode.

Media forensic processes
Textbooks on media forensics such as [5] as well as relevant

research work like [9] agree upon the fact that at the core of mod-
ern media forensics pipelines looking into questions of integrity
one or more pattern recognition or anomaly detection mechanisms
are to be found. After data collection and pre-processing opera-
tions either sequences or parallel networks of such operators (in
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the latter case followed by fusion operators) are used to imple-
ment a set of analysis tasks. The output of the analyses will then
have to be interpreted by an human expert, e.g., in form of an ex-
pert testimony in court.
While agreement exists in the community on the fundamental out-
line of analysis pipelines, the existing state-of-the-art lacks do-
main specific data models. Those are required to: a) facilitate ef-
ficient requirement engineering, design specification, implemen-
tation, certification and deployment of media forensic analysis
pipelines, b) enable error, loss and uncertainty estimations in in-
dividual forensic analyses performed (see [6]) and c) ease pro-
cesses aiming at the explainability and fairness in forensic inves-
tigations (novel factors that have to receive increased attention due
to the current changes in legislation governing the application of
AI, such as the upcoming EU Artificial Intelligence Act).
Due to the lack of such domain specific data models, this paper
focuses on proposing such a model, suitable to the task at hand.
This is done by performing a domain transfer on an established
data model for digitized forensics (see section ).

A Data-Centric Examination Approach for Incident
Response- and Forensics Process Modeling

Forensic process models are an important cornerstone in the
science and more importantly the practice of forensics. They
guide investigations and make them comparable, reproducible as
well as certifiable. Usually, the adherence to strict guidelines (i.e.
process models) are regulated within any legal system (e.g. in the
US by the fourth of the Daubert criteria (“the existence and main-
tenance of standards and controls” [3])). For mature forensic
sciences, like for example dactyloscopy, internationally accepted
standards (like the ACE-V process model for dactyloscopy) have
been established over the last decades.
Due to the fact that IT forensics is a rather young discipline in this
field (with media forensics being an even younger sub-discipline)
it is hardly astonishing that here the forensic process models have
not yet achieved the same degree of maturity as in other fields.
Nevertheless, they would still be important to achieve univer-
sal court acceptability of methods. One well established foren-
sic process model for IT forensics is the one proposed by the
German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI). When it
was originally published in 2011, its sole focus was on computer
and network forensics but since then it has evolved to suite also
to some extend the needs of other sub-disciplines such as digi-
tized forensics. The latest major revision of this process model,
which is used within this paper, can be found in [6] and is called
the Data-Centric Examination Approach (DCEA). The core of
DCEA consists of three main aspects: a model of the phases of a
phase driven forensic process, a classification scheme for forensic
method classes and forensically relevant data types.
The six DCEA phases are briefly summarized as: Strategic prepa-
ration (SP), Operational preparation (OP), Data gathering (DG),
Data investigation (DI), Data analysis (DA) and Documentation
(DO). While the first two (SP and OP) contain generic (SP) and
case-specific (OP) preparation steps, the three phases represent
the core of any forensic investigation. The phase DO is split in [6]
into two aspects: case accompanying documentation (Chain-of-
Custody, etc) as well as final documentation (e.g. the expert opin-
ion statement presented in court). For details on the phase model
the reader is referred, e.g. to [6] or [1].

Figure 1. Phase model (based on [2])

The second core aspect of DCEA is the definition of forensic
method classes as presented in [6]. They consist of methods of:
the Operating system (OS), the File system(s) (FS), IT applica-
tions (ITA), Explicit means of intrusion detection (EMID), Scal-
ing of methods for evidence gathering (SMG) and Data process-
ing and evaluation (DPE). Like the phases, this aspect is of limited
relevance for this paper. For details on this classification scheme
for investigation methods the reader is referred to [6].
The third (and in the context of this paper most relevant) aspect is
the specification of forensically relevant data types. More recent
publications, such as [1], have shown that this scheme needs to
be extended accordingly if new investigation domains are consid-
ered.
The original set of data types, which was designed with digital IT
forensics in mind, needs to be adapted towards every investigation
domain. In [7] and [6] such an adaptation for the field of digitized
forensics has been discussed for the field of dactyloscopy (foren-
sic fingerprint analysis and comparison). This adaptation is sum-
marized in Table 1. Because it is much closer to the requirements
faced within this paper than the original data model, it is used as
starting point for the modeling work performed here.

Deriving a Forensic Data Model for Artificial
Intelligence based Media Forensic Investiga-
tions focusing on Integrity

Performing abstract data modeling without precise knowl-
edge about the context, in which the data type is supposed to be
used, is a futile task. Therefore, first a generalized media forensic
analysis process is briefly discussed in section . This is followed
in section by an identification of the typical data streams within
such a process. As the last step in the data modeling, the data
streams are further differentiated into data types in section .

Modeling a generalized media forensic analysis
process

In general, each processing operation (or operator) is consid-
ered here as an atomar processing black box component with an
identifier and (usually) a description of the processing performed
in this operation. Each component has four well defined connec-
tors: input, output, parameters and log data. To pay respects to
the particularities of this field and make the following modeling
task easier, a fifth connector is defined within this paper for a spe-
cific type of operator which requires a knowledge representation
or a model for its processing operation. In that case, this fifth
connector is labeled model. Depending on the nature of the oper-
ator this could be a rule set, signature set, statistical model, neural
model, or any other form of knowledge representation.
Figure 2 shows the modeling for a small, exemplary selected pro-

cessing sub-routine within a bigger media forensic investigation
process (here the sub-routine of face segmentation as necessary
step in DeepFake detection for videos). The first operator in this
three step processing sub-routine is loading the video from its in-
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Figure 2. Exemplary modeling of the process for face detection.

put. The parameters need to be chosen based on the video format
and the output is stored as video stream. This video stream is
then in the next operator split into single frames as necessary pre-
processing for an image based face detection and segmentation
algorithm. For the face detection and segmentation, a pre-trained
model with 68 landmarks (here from [8]) is loaded at the third
operators model connector. This is the only step in this small ex-
ample where model data is used.
Each step provides corresponding process documentation in the
form of logs and chain of custody (CoC) data at its log data con-
nector.

Identifying typical data streams
Based on the atomar operator description above and gener-

alizing media forensic (i.e., passive) investigations focusing on
analyzing the integrity of media objects, here five typical data
streams are identified: The process description is proposed as a
sourceable or instantiable template, which is generated before
starting the investigation. It is supposed to be generated in the
phase of Strategic preparation (SP) and contains general infor-
mation (such as process layouts/graphs, interfaces and operators
involved) independent from a specific investigation. Besides the
actual process layout this stream inherits also information from
DD7, DD9 and DD10 of the data types form digitized forensics
(see table 1).
The second data stream media data contains all forms of media
such as images, videos, audio and/or network streams used and
created within the investigation process. Media data could be
found both on input and output connectors of a component and
would in case of an investigation in digitized forensics contain
information from DD1, DD2 and DD8.
The non-media output of the individual examination steps

is combined into the data stream forensic process/pipeline
internal data and reporting. It contains actual (intermediate)
investigation results and CoC data such as hashes and logs
as well as error, loss and uncertainty indicators, meta data
and traceability/explainability information (such as a risk and
circumstantial evidence map (RCEM)). This output is gathered in
the phases OP, DG, DI and DA and would in case of an digitized
forensics investigation be described by DD2, DD3, DD8, DD9
and DD10.
Another important aspect is the combination of all settings used
in the investigation, including all parameters and models used.
This combination is defined as process control data and contains
in digitized forensics DD3, DD4, DD7 and DD8.
The last data stream is contextual data, which contains all
information regarding the context of a specific investigation.
In general it contains information such as operator IDs, data
source descriptors (e.g., camera types) and the results of a
content analysis of the media objects required for plausibility and
fairness evaluation. In case of an digitized forensics investigation
contextual data would be found in DD3, DD8, DD9 and DD10.

This subdivision of the data associated with an investigation
is a functional classification paying respect on one hand to the
characteristics of data objects involved and on the other hand to
operational and security requirements. The media data stream
of an investigation might easily contain terabytes of video data
which would require a access to a private cloud for efficient han-
dling, while the reporting data would assumed be much smaller
in data size but be more frequent and have other constraints like
reliable time-stamping. From the operational and security per-
spective also different protection levels (and as a consequence se-
curity mechanisms) would be required depending on the nature of
the objects in a stream and the risks associated.

Deriving the domain specific data model
Taking the data streams identified above for media forensics

into account, it is necessary to adapt the existing data models. As
starting point, here the data types from digitized forensics are cho-
sen because they require a less wide-ranging re-modeling. The
objective of deriving a domain specific data model for integrity

Forensic data type Description (according to [6])

DD1 Raw sensor data Digital input data from the digitalization process (e.g. scans of test samples)
DD2 Processed signal data Results of transformations to raw sensor data (e.g. visibility enhanced fingerprint pattern)
DD3 Contextual data Contain environmental data (e.g. spatial information, spatial relation between traces, temperature,

humidity)
DD4 Parameter data Contain settings and other parameter used for acquisition, investigation and analysis
DD5 Trace characteristic
feature data

Describe trace specific investigation results (e.g. level1/2/3 fingerprint features)

DD6 Substrate characteristic
feature data

Describe trace carrier specific investigation results (e.g. surface type, individual surface
characteristics)

DD7 Model data Describe trained model data (e.g. surface specific scanner settings, reference data)
DD8 Classification result data Describes classification results gained by applying machine learning and comparable approaches
DD9 Chain of custody data Describe data used to ensure integrity and authenticity and process accompanying documentation

(e.g. cryptographic hash sums, certificates, device identification, time stamps)
DD10 Report data Describe data for the process accompanying documentation and for the final report

Forensic data types defined in [6] for an exemplary selected process in digitized forensics (here digital dactyloscopy) (updated
from [7])
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focused media forensics is a specification and overlap-free rep-
resentation of data types. As a result of the modeling performed
here, eight media forensic data types (MFDT, see table 2) are de-
fined, which are loosely derived from the ten data types of dig-
itized forensics. Digital input data (MFDT1) is a re-definition
based on DD1 and considers now any kind of media data as it
is initially taken as input to the investigation. Processed media
data (MFDT2) is derived from DD2 and contains all operator
output which are media data. Contextual data (MFDT3) is de-
rived from DD3 and includes case specific information regarding
the investigation process and -objects. Contextual data can also
be used to control targeted parametrization and thus allow case
or objects specific parameter optimization. They also allow for
plausibility and fairness evaluations as part of the assessment of
an investigation performed. Parameter data (MFDT4) is similar
to DD4 from digitized forensics and contains all configurations
and parametrizations for operators in an investigation (except for
model data, see MFDT6 below), including those who are used for
training of classifiers and models before the actual investigation.
Examination data (MFDT5) combines and extends the data types
DD5, DD6 and DD8 from digitized forensics. It comprises all oc-
curring non-media outputs (e.g., trace information, patterns and
anomalies identified) of the investigation. Model data (MFDT6)
corresponds to DD7 from digitized forensics. It includes trained
models of machine learning algorithms like rule based approaches
or decision trees as well as models of neural networks (incl. their
network architecture). Log data (MFDT7) is an component of
the documentation which is here newly added to the data model
and is used for administration and maintenance (including Sys-
logs and information about the memory usage). Data in MFDT7
are not relevant for the specific case in the investigation, but are
necessary for the administration of the system (e.g., to notice that
the memory allocated for the task is not sufficient). Chain of cus-
tody & report data (MFDT8) is a combination of DD9 and DD10
from digitized forensics. They characterize the case relevant doc-
umentation for integrity and authenticity assurance as well as the
accompanying documentation for the final report. For admissi-
bility in court the final report would be required following the
corresponding chain of custody guidelines.

Chain of custody & report data (MFDT8) also have to ad-
dress the description of the deployed (process) modeling with

regard to origin and provenance of decision (AI) models used.
Especially in the context of neural networks a detailed specifica-
tion of the network structure(s) (MFDT4, MFDT6) as well as the
used parameters for training, (potential transfer-learning), testing
and validation phases (MFDT4) would be required to allow for
the necessary reproducibility of setups and corresponding error,
loss and uncertainty as well as explainability considerations for
explainable AI. But not only classifier designs and parameteri-
zations have to be reported upon: Another aspect for the docu-
mentation refers to the data used in the process(es) of model gen-
eration, focusing on the training and validation sets taken from
the content of data types MFDT1 and MFDT2. The decisive
factors in this respect are origin, diversity and quantity of data
(summarized within MFDT3). It is also significant for the doc-
umentation to characterize the differences between training and
test/evaluation/validation phases of each mechanism. For exam-
ple the consideration of disjoint data sets for training and testing
yields a more generalizable and trustworthy result than a cross-
validation would obtain. Furthermore, the documentation of ini-
tial control parameters (MFDT4: e.g., learning rate, optimizer,
loss function) as well as information about the training process
(MFDT7 & MFDT8: training duration, used hardware, etc.) are
very important for traceability as well as interpretability.
Also important is the run-time of the detection process, which
needs to be evaluated and documented in relation to the hardware
used. Another documentation criteria refers to the type of result
data (MFDT2 or MFDT5) calculated by methods such as neu-
ral network. In decision-based classification, the result is often
represented by a classification/prediction label (MFDT5) and/or
confidence estimate (MFDT5). In some cases it can also be an
image or other media object (MFDT2) that represents relevant in-
formation such as a map of anomalies found, to be interpreted by
a human investigator.
In field application, because of the typical black box usage of
mostly Neural Networks, with an unknown internal behaviour in
the hidden layers between in- and output, it might be possible
that there exist no process data or feature vectors/data (MFDT5).
But for a mature forensic method aiming for court admissibility
such kind of black box behavior would not sufficient, because re-
sult data of forensic operators must be comprehensible. Because
of that, methods focusing on explainability (e.g., LIME [11] or

Data type Derived from DD Description
MFDT1 Digital input
data

DD1 The initial media data considered for the investigation.

MFDT2 Processed
media data

DD2 Results of transformations to media data (e.g. grayscale conversion, cropping)

MFDT3 Contextual
data

DD3 Case specific information (e.g. for fairness evaluation)

MFDT4 Parameter
data

DD4 Contain settings and other parameter used for acquisition, investigation and analysis

MFDT5 Examination
data

DD5, DD6, DD8 Including the traces, patterns, anomalies, etc that lead to an examination result

MFDT6 Model data DD7 Describe trained model data (e.g. face detection and model classification data)
MFDT7 Log data newly defined Data, which is relevant for the administration of the system (e.g. system logs)
MFDT8 Chain of
custody & report data

DD9, DD10 Describe data used to ensure integrity and authenticity (e.g. hashes and time stamps)
as well as the accompanying documentation for the final report.

Media Forensic Data Types (MFDT) proposed in this work
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Figure 3. Template structure for a single component

LRP[10]) have to be included in the investigation. Moreover, the
network structure could be expanded between hidden layers with
more output layers to allow obtaining processed data (MFDT2) or
feature vectors (MFDT5). As a necessary result, a neural network
would become more transparent, interpretable and explainable.

Figure 3 shows the link between media forensic data types
(MFDT) for the operator description presented above. As dis-
cussed in section , depending on whether a model is used in an
operator or not, each component has four or five well defined
connectors. The operator (i.e., process step itself; here shown as
a box) has an unique identifier and a description of the process.
This description should increase traceability as well as explain-
ablity. The input of a component has a form of media data, the
court exhibits itself (MFDT1) or after previously done prepro-
cessing steps (MFDT2) or examination data (MFDT5). Depend-
ing of the processing step, the generated output could be media
data (MFDT2), a derived information on the investigation con-
text (MFDT3) or investigation results (MFDT5). It is also pos-
sible during the phase of Strategic preparation (SP) that a model
is trained (MFDT6). The process control is done by parameters
(MFDT4). Furthermore, the gathered contextual data (MFDT3)
can be used for optimization of the parameters in the specific in-
vestigation. MFDT3 could for example be information about the
recording device, resolution or lighting conditions, which might
be useful to estimate decision uncertainty and thereby allowing to
estimate the fairness of an investigation. The loading of a model
(MFDT6) is limited to model-driven operators, which why it is
shown by a dashed line. Process accompanying documentation
will be divided and separately saved in log data (MFDT7) and
chain of custody data (MFDT8) based on the modeled data types.

Illustration of the practicability of applying
the proposed new data model

As indicated in section , one motivation for this paper were
apparent problems when projecting an exemplary selected media
forensics processing pipeline designed for DeepFake from a pre-
vious paper (here [12]) of the authors onto existing data models.
In this section it is shown, how the adapted data model from chap-
ter can be successfully used for the pipeline in that publication.
The modeling work is done in two separate steps. The first instan-
tiation is focusing on training models for the operators in Strate-
gical preparation (SP). This initialization is done using well es-
tablished DeepFake reference data sets for the training. First, the
original videos and corresponding DeepFakes are imported and
pre-processed in a suitable format so that they can be further pro-

Figure 4. Illustration of the DeepFake detection based on mouth region

modeled as a template in the proposed context model in the phase of

Strategic preparation (SP)

cessed as a video stream. The video stream is then divided into
individual frames (single images). The resulting list of images
is used for both face detection and subsequent DeepFake detec-
tion (see figure 2). Assuming one face per frame, a pre-trained 68
landmark model is used for face detection. It locates the position
of each of those facial landmarks and stores them in a vector field.
The detection algorithm itself consists of the components feature
extraction, classifier training, classification and benchmarking. In
the feature extraction each frame is evaluated based on the corre-
sponding landmarks relevant to the region it focuses on and gener-
ates a feature vector relevant to the classification. Exemplary for
the detector DFmouth, the classifier DFmouth model is created using
the J48 classifier from Weka [4], testing different models and pa-
rameter settings. The optimal model then gets integrated into the
classification, which then returns the decision (e.g. Dmouth). Af-
terwards a second instance of validation is done by benchmarking
and confidence estimation. Based on the confidences the weights
for a consecutive fusion step are determined. The same procedure
is done for the algorithms DFeye and DFf oreground with differences
in the considered landmarks and generated features (for details
see [12]). During the whole process each step gets documented
and stored in the log and chain of custody databases respectively.
The second instantiation of the modeling corresponds to the ac-

tual investigation determining whether a DeepFake manipulation
occurred in the presented videos. Considering the pipeline pre-
sented in figure 1, it covers all phases from OP to Documentation.
The first processing steps are identical to those performed in the
SP instantiation. This is to be expected, because both training
and testing of an operator should be done under the same condi-
tions (i.e., after identical pre-processing). Changes can be found
in the application of the detection operators. Here the parts re-
garding model training are left out because the models pre-trained
in SP are loaded instead, together with the used classifier parame-
ters. Thus initialized the operators are applied to video material to
determine traces of DeepFake manipulations. The respective in-
dividual decisions Deye, Dmouth and D f oreground are then merged
into the fusion module to determine a final decision D f usion. The
required fusion weights used for this purpose also come from the
SP. A complete mapping of this process, including a labeling of
the Media Forensic Data Types communicated at each connector,
can be found in Figure 5.

Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper a domain adapted forensic data model is

introduced for media forensic investigations focusing on media
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Figure 5. Illustration of the DeepFake detection pipeline instantiated in the forensic process model phase of Operational preparation (OP), with the inclusion

of occurring data types

forensic object manipulation detection. The new data model
is derived by domain transfer from established best practices.
Furthermore, its applicability is demonstrated by using the new
model to completely rework an analysis pipeline description form
an earlier paper.

The work performed here motivates future work on the fol-
lowing aspects: First, on extending the considerations on tem-
plating and instantiation works in Strategic preparation (SP) and
Operational preparation (OP) phases to move a further step to-
wards precise and reproducible analysis descriptions and thereby
towards certifiable investigation procedures.
Second, on expanding the modeling with regard to knowledge
data generation and representation to be better able to include also
more complex operations (e.g. modern training scenarios for neu-
ral network based detectors) as well as context dependent pipeline
alternatives into forensic workflows.
Third, on extending the work on error, loss and uncertainty (on
basis of [6]) as well as explainability and fairness in AI-driven
forensics.
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